The CODALEMA/EXTASIS experiment: a
multi-scale and multi-wavelength instrument for
radio-detection of extensive air-showers
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Hosted by the Nançay Radio Observatory, the CODALEMA experiment is dedicated to radio
detection of cosmic ray induced extensive air showers. It is composed of:
• 57 self-triggering radio detection stations working in the 20 − 200 MHz band and spread
over 1 km2 ;
• an array of 13 scintillators as particle detector;
• a compact array made of 10 cabled antennas, triggered by the particle detector;
• a small array of 5 cabled antennas, and whose role is to figure out the capabilities of a
phased antenna cluster to cleverly select air shower events;
• a 3D detector, measuring the electric field in three orthogonal polarizations.
Also supported by CODALEMA is the R&D EXTASIS project, aiming at detecting the lowfrequency signal (below 9 MHz) produced at the sudden disappearance of the air shower particles
hitting the ground. All these antenna arrays present different density and extent, and can be
operated in a joint mode to record simultaneously the radio signal coming from an air shower.
Therefore, the Nançay facilities may offer a complete description of the air shower induced electric field at small, medium and large scale, and over an unique and very wide frequency band
(from 2 to 200 MHz). We describe the current instrumental set-up and the performances of CODALEMA/EXTASIS.
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1. Radio signal and cosmic rays

2. The CODALEMA/EXTASIS experiment at Nançay
The study of air showers created by high energy cosmic rays interacting in our atmosphere
is ongoing since 15 years in Nançay. The instruments were upgraded several times and today,
we run a total of 5 arrays of various detectors. Only one of them is using the well-established
surface detector technique using scintillators, already in use at the time of the second period of
the CODALEMA experiment. The others are all observing the radio counterpart of the air shower
phenomenon. In F IG . 1, we display the ground map of the current setups, together with the location
of the FR606 LOFAR station and the NenuFAR (New Extension in Nançay Upgrading LOFAR)
radiotelescope, as a SKA pathfinder.

3. The scintillator detector array (SD)
The SD provides the classical reconstruction of air showers: energy, arrival direction and core
position. These informations are used to help/confirm the shower detection and reconstruction
using the radio signal. The 13 scintillators are spread over an area of 340 × 340 m2 ; its energy
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Cosmic rays entering our atmosphere interact with the air molecules and produce atmospheric
air showers. These showers are constituted by many secondary particles, in particular electrons
and positrons radiating a detectable electric field. The emission mechanisms are now well understood [1, 2] and regularly observed in various experiments [3, 4, 5]... This radio signal can be
compared to theoretical expectations through simulations [6, 7], in order to successfully compute
the energy of the primary cosmic ray and its nature. The goal is to provide an accurate estimation
of the cosmic ray composition above 1016 eV. This composition is still poorly known but we expect
large progress in the next decade due to the use of the radio signal together with improved cosmic
ray observatories such as the Pierre Auger Observatory [8].
It has been shown that the radio signal allows to estimate the nature of the primary cosmic ray
through the measurement of the atmospheric depth of the maximum of the shower development
Xmax [9, 10]. In LOFAR for instance, which has a high density of antennas spread over a small
area (0.2 km2 ), the uncertainty on Xmax is 17 g/cm2 [11], similar to what is done using with the
fluorescence technique (∼ 20 g/cm2 [12]) but with a duty cycle close to 100% compared to the
14% [13] of a fluorescence telescope.
The detection of this very rich radio signal is realized in various frequency bands: 20 −
200 MHz for CODALEMA, 30 − 80 MHz for AERA and Tunka-Rex, 30 − 80 or (exclusive)
110 − 190 MHz for LOFAR. This is not an easy task as the current experiments rely either on
external triggering thanks to a joint shower detector (particles or fluorescence) sensitive only to
air showers or on internal triggering with the strong drawback that a huge fraction of the data is
generated by noise (of anthropic or natural origin). In Nançay, we aim at efficiently detecting air
showers with a very large frequency band in order to fully characterize the primary cosmic ray independently of any other shower detector. This will allow us to contribute to the cosmic ray domain
(spectrum and composition) in the domain 1016 − 1018 eV.
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threshold is roughly around the knee (1015 eV) and is fully efficient above 1016 eV. It has a very
low background as scintillators are sensitive to high energy particles of the shower only. The DAQ
of the scintillators is able to trigger in real time other instruments throughout the observatory: a
time-tagging station holding a GPS antenna for accurate datation, the compact radio array (see
section 5), the tripole antenna (see section 6), the EXTASIS detectors (see section 7).

4. The autonomous stations radio array
The largest instrument dedicated to cosmic-ray detection in Nançay is the array of 57 autonomous stations, covering the full area of the observatory (1 km2 ). The typical distance between
two neighbouring stations is 150 m. These stations sample the incoming electric field in both horizontal east-west (EW) and north-south (NS) polarizations. We use the butterfly antenna [14], also
in use in AERA. Both input channels pass into a splitter. One part is filtered in the 35 − 80 and
150 − 200 MHz bands and is compared to a voltage threshold. The other is continuously digitized
at a sampling rate of 1 GHz. If the filtered analogic signal is larger than the threshold, this constitutes the level 1 trigger T1: we record the GPS time of the event together will the full-band signal
in both channels, during 2.56 µs. We can choose the T1 conditions independently on each polarization (OR or AND). At the level of the trigger board, the maximum trigger rate is of the order
3
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Figure 1: The CODALEMA/EXTASIS instruments cover an area of 1 km2 . Black squares are the scintillator positions of the particle array. The small red radio station symbols corresponds to the 57 autonomous
stations (self-triggered). White triangles stand for the compact array (externally-triggered); green triangles
are the antennas of the continuous array (self-triggered). The blue squares are the low frequency antennas
of the EXTASIS experiment (externally triggered). The red star indicates the tripole antenna (externallytriggered). The picture of the bottom left is one of the EXTASIS detector. The picture of the bottom right is
one of the 57 autonomous radio stations.
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5. The Compact Radio Array
The compact array allows to study the small-scale variations of the electric field. We are using
two separated arrays.
5.1 Externally triggered compact array
We are running a cluster of 10 antennas spread over an area of 150 × 150 m2 . These antennas
detect the electric field in two linear horizontal polarizations. They are triggered by the SD; 20
channels are recorded over 6 µs, with a sampling rate of 400 MHz and a in the frequency band
10-200 MHz. Some results of this array are presented in [15].
5.2 Self triggered compact array
We also use a cluster of 5 antennas working in a self-trigger mode. Its main characteristics is
to sample the sky in a continuous way: there is no trigger. This sampling is done on 8 channels
in circular polarization after superposition of two linear polarizations added in quadrature. The
sampling rate is 100 MHz with a bandwidth of 50 MHz, between 30 and 80 MHz. Data are stored
in a ring buffer and analyzed in real time with a GPU (NVIDIA K20 at 5 Tflops). The data are first
filtered, we merge the data into a circular polarized channel and the signal envelope is computed
for each time window of 500 ns, corresponding to the time aperture of the array, We generate
2000 beams on the sky (by shifting the individual signals) with beamforming. Then we search for
beams having an amplitude above a defined threshold. The beam forming technique increases the
√
sensitivity by a factor N, N being the number of channels in use. A strong advantage of this
continuous sampling is that the dead time is null. Work is in progress.

6. 3D electric field measurements
We measure at one location in Nançay the incoming electric field in coincidence with the SD.
This detector is close to the center of the SD and contains three antennas allowing the electric field
4
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of 103 events per second. When selected by a second-level trigger T2, digitized data are read; this
part of the process increases significantly the dead time and the maximum trigger rate decreases
to roughly 28 events per second. The selection can be done at the station level by applying a cut
on the rise time of the signal as the transients produced by air showers are known to last 10-20 ns
only. A third-level trigger (T3) is currently in use in Nançay since more than a year: it is a selection
on several stations having T2s with timestamps in agreement with the propagation of waves at the
speed of light as it is the case for air shower radio signals. The resulting average T3 rate is around
1 Hz with some peaks at 20 Hz. The average number of radio transients corresponding to actual
shower is 2 per day. They are identified through the time coincidence with the SD and also with
the polarization pattern of the hit antennas. The energy threshold for the radio-detected cosmic
rays is around 1017 eV. These autonomous stations are unique among those in use in other radio
experiments on cosmic ray. The frequency band is very large 20-80 MHz and 110-200 MHz at
once, associated with a fast sampling rate of 1 GHz. Measuring the electric field up to 200 MHz
is important as the Cherenkov contribution clearly appears in the high frequency domain (above
100 MHz). Some results are presented in [3].
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measurement in the three EW, NS and vertical polarizations. The goals of this 3D measurement
are:
• to get the full electric field directly (i.e. avoid to estimate the vertical component from the
measurement of two horizontal polarizations as it is done in most experiments);
• to determine wether or not the electric field emitted by air showers can be described in the
far-field hypothesis.

Figure 2: Picture of the 3D detector, whose location is indicated by the red star in F IG . 1.

7. EXTASIS: search for the low frequency radio signal
The most recent radio detector installed in Nançay is the EXTASIS experiment. EXTASIS
stands for EXTinction of Air Shower Induced Signal and its main goal is to detect the electric
field emitted by air showers when their front hits the ground. Secondary electrons and positrons
are very quickly stopped after a few cm when reaching the ground. This phenomenon generates
a large electric field as the time and space derivatives of the charge density and current in the
shower are large. This "sudden death" signal is expected to peak at low frequency (1-10 MHz), as
discussed in [17, 18]. Apart from this very specific signal, a low frequency detector should also
detect the "regular" electric field emitted during the shower development while still in the air. The
theoretical potential of the electric field from the sudden death of shower is huge: detection at large
distances (i.e. possibility to have a sparse and cheap array), core position determination very easy
and precise, direct Xmax measurement. In reality, things are always more complex: the frequency
band 1-10 MHz is overcrowded; many man-made emitters use this band and the atmospheric noise
5
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The design of the 3D detector is based on three butterfly antennas with their LONAMOS LNA
(Low Noise Amplifier) rotated twice around the NS and vertical axis. It is triggered by the SD and
the three channels are recorded with a sampling rate of 100 MHz during 2.56 µs. A picture of the
3D detector is presented in F IG . 2. The results of this detector are presented in [16].
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background is also very large, in particular during the night because of the ionosphere’s daily
variations. The current low frequency setup of EXTASIS consists today in 7 butterfly antennas
installed at 9 m above the ground (as indicated by simulations of the antenna response at these
frequencies), in both EW and vertical polarizations. These antennas are triggered by the SD and
their data are digitized by oscilloscopes with a sampling rate of 500 MHz during 2 ms over 8 bits.
The LNA associated to the antennas is a modified version of the LONAMOS LNA. One of the low
frequency detector can be seen in F IG . 3. The first results are presented in [19].

8. Conclusion
The CODALEMA/EXTASIS experiment in Nançay allows to detect air showers initiated by
high-energy cosmic rays in a very wide frequency band: 1-200 MHz. This permits to have the
full picture of the radio emission of showers and the various emission mechanisms in play: the
geomagnetic effect, the charge-excess effect and the sudden death signal. This will allow a better
reconstruction of the primary cosmic rays characteristics, in particular its nature. The first lowfrequency events associated with cosmic rays are detected since a year and some results are shown
in [19].
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Figure 3: Picture of one of the low frequency detector of EXTASIS.
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